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Placement Objectives 

Knowledge exchange with non- academics cultural heritage experts
– How Historic England experts work and set their priorities (e.g. 

recommendations for registration, protection and management of 
public parks and gardens).

– Challenges they face
– Specific interests for research

Review existing datasets about cultural heritage and urban green 
spaces

– Understand how narratives about the heritage of such places are 
created 

– Identify gaps in knowledge

Describe meaningful ways to evaluate this kind of cultural heritage
– Think about methods to assess the added value of the historic element 

in public parks and gardens
– Make recommendations for action 



Key activities undertaken

• Interviews with heritage experts and policy advisors
(9 - Historic England, 1 - local authority; 2 - other)
– to grasp the institutional view 
– revealed HE’s specific interest: ‘reassert the heritage 

argument in the green infrastructure and 
valuing nature debates’

• Reviews of existing datasets 
– a good sense of what is, and what is not, out 

there  (e.g. registration, social surveys, 
Historic England archive) 

– not enough time to properly review and      
evaluate the information

• Work on research tools and dissemination 
– assess links between heritage and ‘nature’ of UGS
– … at least, made a start!



Learning  - Heritage and valuing nature 

• Heritage conservation is guided by the general 
assumption that:  

‘there is strong public interest in caring for the historic environment 
(including historic green spaces), as a vital part  of modern life and as 
something significant that  defines the country’s character and the 
identity of its people’

• A sound reference to ‘social values’ but 
– systematic assessment of these values and public 

engagement in decisions is marginal and usually ‘reactive’ 

• Heritage is NOT adequately represented in discussions 
about ‘valuing nature’
– collaborative and pluralistic approaches to greenspaces 

must become a priority of institutions 



Opportunity – VN placement

Strengthened Historic England’s efforts for putting ‘Valuing 
Nature’ into practice

Reveal the ‘nature’ in heritage – stressing that 
people value places, not a series of features or 
buildings

Emphasise that
Heritage sites are connected with long social histories 
and values that effectively have caused the 
development of vegetation patterns which are often 
highly valued for their biological and visual diversity, 
regulatory functions as well their cultural importance.



Learning  - Public parks  and gardens

• They are currently undervalued
– have no statutory protection

– challenges for local authorities to secure funding

• Planning is guided by policy silos that 
distinguish between the historical and natural 
environment
– we need to think about places as a whole; consider 

recreational, historic, habitat, amenity and 
regulatory values together



Learning  - Research and management priorities

Research 
• Consistent typology; widen research coverage /place 

specific; mapping; 
• Create databases of social histories
• Recognise social values and function alongside 

design significance 

Management 
• Protection and conservation at local level
• Enhance urban biodiversity 
• Secure funding – create partnerships
• Provide leadership – local authorities?



Progress on outputs 
1. LWEC Policy and Practice Note



Progress on outputs 
2. Dissemination: conferences and papers



Progress on outputs 

3. Visual representation - Heritage Drapery

http://pantheon.app.www-dev.kent.ac.uk/websolutions/historic-value/index.html


Further research and collaborations

Landscape Research 
Group

• observations
• interventions
• commentaries

AHRC research 
proposal

• with Historic 
England

• to be submitted 
soon!



Thank you 

Eirini Saratsi


